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Considerable success has been achieved in recent years in the investigation 
of abstract quasilinear differential equations in Banach spaces, and the 
results applied to the proof of existence and uniqueness of solutions to 
various systems of quasilinear parabolic and hyperbolic partial differential 
equations. However, an abstract theory applicable to truly nonlinear 
equations has until now eluded investigators. 
In the present article we propose one way to approach nonliner existence 
theory by presenting an abstract theorem which can be applied to yield 
existence, uniqueness, and well-posedness results for many purely nonlinear 
partial differential equations and systems of equations. The basic idea behind 
the technique is to assume that additional variables may be introduced into 
the abstract equation, and an additional equation in the same variables 
constructed, in such a way that singular nonlinear terms in the original 
equation become bounded terms in the first equation of a two-equation 
system in which the singular terms of the second equation are quasilinear. 
The resulting system may be investigated by quasilinar techniques and the 
results applied to the original equation via our abstract theorem, which gives 
suflicient conditions for the existence of a one-to-one correspondence 
between solutions to the system and solutions to the original equation. 
The author developed the idea for the abstract correspondence theorem 
after reading two remarkable papers [ 1, 21 of Dorroh in which the existence 
of solutions to certain systems of first- and second-order nonlinear partial 
differential equations of evolution type is established by directly 
manipulating the equations to derive quasilinear systems whose solutions are 
shown to correspond under certain conditions to solutions of the original 
systems. It seemed to this author that Dorroh’s techniques hinted at the 
existence of a powerful and general abstract principle. This speculation 
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provided the impetus for the investigation which has resulted in the present 
article. 
The Correspondence Theorem is developed in Section 2 and is applied to 
four nonlinear partial differential equations and systems of equations in 
Section 3. The first application, to nonlinear first-order scalar-valued 
equations in R”, is a special case of the first-order symmetric hyperbolic 
systems treated in [I], and is included here primarily to illustrate an uncom- 
plicated application of the correspondence theorem. Two approaches are 
presented to treat this example. The first is basically that developed in [ 1 J, 
though refinements made possible by the correspondence theorem enable us 
to show existence of a local flow for the equation in W(R”, R) for 
s > n/2 + 2, an improvement over the s > n/2 + 3 required in [ 11. The 
second application, to nonlinear parabolic equations of arbitrary order, uses 
a modification of the method developed by Dorroh in [2] to treat nonlinear 
second-order parabolic equations. The third application shows the existence 
of local flows for nonlinear second-order wave equations in R”, and the 
fourth application establishes the existence of a global flow for a generalized 
Korteweg-de Vries equation to which the quasilinear existence theory of 
Kato [9, lo] is not applicable. Two methods are also presented to treat the 
fourth application. 
For this degree of generality in the nonlinearities involved, the existence of 
solutions to the equations treated in Applications 3 and 4 is established for 
the first time in this paper. The existence of solutions in Application 2 is also 
a new result for nonlinear equations of order greater than two, and for 
second-order equations the results developed here improve and correct the 
results in [2]. In addition, our methods show that, for each solution 
a = a(t, x), there exists 6 > 0 such that a(., -) does not lose any derivatives 
with respect to the state space variables for 0 < t < 6, which is not shown 
in [ 1, 21. 
Since the correspondence theorem applies to abstract differential equations 
in Banach spaces, solutions to partial differential equations obtained via this 
theorem are globally defined with respect to the space variables in the 
domain of the equation, but usually only locally defined with respect to the 
time variable. However, as in the case of the fourth application, it is possible 
under some circumstances to obtain solutions which are globally defined 
with respect to both space and time parameters. 
Although the correspondence theorem can be generalized to time- 
dependent differential equations in Banach spaces, for most applications this 
generalization will not be necessary. If X is a Banach space, time-dependent 
differential equations in X may be regarded as time-independent differential 
equations in XX R, and treated with the version of the correspondence 
theorem developed in this article. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We first establish the form of the abstract differential equations we will 
deal with and the definitions of solutions and semiflows. If Y and Z are 
Banach spaces, Y a linear subspace of Z such that the inclusion of Y in Z is 
continuous and dense, then a differential equation in (Y, Z) is a continuous 
map from an open subset of Y to Z. 
DEFINITION 1. If U is open in Y, g: U -+ Z a differential equation in 
(Y, Z), then a curve (I: [0, 7’) + U will be called a solution to the differential 
equation (integral curve for the vector field) if a(-) E C”([O, T), u) n 
C’( [0, T), Z) and d(t) = g(a(t)) for t E 10, r). 
DEFINITION 2. If g: U+ Z is a differential equation in (Y, Z), V is open 
in [0, 00) x U, and F(., e): V+ Y is continuous, define F(t) for each t > 0 by 
F(t)(y) = F(t, v). We will call F a (local) semiflow for g(.) if 
(1) F(0) =A&. 
(2) F(t) 0 F(s)(y) = F(t + s)(v) whenever the right side of the equality 
is defined. 
(3) Each F(-, y) is an integral curve for g. 
In the application section, we will make use of the Sobolev spaces 
Ly(R ‘, R”) and the uniformly local Sobolev spaces Lz,,,(R n, R “), 
s E [0, co]. If q = 2, we will denote Sobolev spaces by HS(Rn, R”). We will 
assume that the reader is familiar with the properties of Sobolev spaces, and 
for uniformly local Sobolev spaces we refer the reader to the discussion in 
[8]. We will need the following three relations between Sobolev spaces, 
uniformly local Sobolev spaces, and the space of bounded uniformly 
continuous maps from R” to R’: 
(1) For each s > 0, L:(R”, R”‘) cLy,,,(R”, R’). 
(2) For s > n/q, IE [O, s], t E (0, s - I ], pointwise multiplication 
induces a continuous bilinear map 
Li-,,“I (R”, L(R”, R”)) x Ly+,(R”, R”) -+ L;(R”, R”). 
(3) For s > n/q, LT(R”, R’) c Cz,(R”, R”), the space of bounded 
uniformly continuous maps from R” to R”‘. 
Finally, we need to define the class of nonlinear maps which comprise 
allowable arguments in applications to partial differential equations. For 
applications to equations defined on compact manifolds we can dispense 
with any restrictions and consider all smooth nonlinear arguments of the 
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state space, the solutions, and derivatives of the solutions. However, for 
applications to equations defined on R” we must restrict our attention to 
nonlinear arguments which behave sufficiently well near infinity to induce 
continuous nonlinear maps between appropriately chosen Sobolev spaces, 
and which have the property that the associated nonlinear maps obtained in 
applying the correspondence theorem also induce continuous maps between 
appropriate Sobolev spaces. 
DEFINITION 3. Let q E (1, co), a(., .): R” x Rm-+ca, Rk. We will say 
that a(., .) is a type Pq map if a(., 0) E L&(R”, Rk) and if, for each i > 0, 
(1) Df a(., 0): R”+L’(R”, Rk) is an element of LY,(R”,L’(R”, Rk)), 
where DIa(., .) denotes the ith partial derivative of a(., .) with respect to the 
first variable. 
(2) D’a(R” x B) is a bounded subset of L’(R” x R”, Rk) for each 
bounded subset B of R”. 
If q = 2, we will omit the superscript and simply refer to a(., .) as a type .;C 
map. 
2. THE CORRESPONDENCE THEOREM 
Let X, Y, Z, Y,, Z,, V,, and V2 be Banach spaces with Y c XC Z, 
YJ c Z,, V, c V,, such that each inclusion is linear, continuous, and dense. 
Assume that A : Z -+ Z, is a continuous linear map such that A(Y) c YJ, Y = 
{x E X: Ax E YJL and the induced map Id x A : Y + X x YJ is a topological 
embedding. Let Y = (Id x A)(Y). 
Let W be open in XX Y,, and define U by U=(ZdxA)-’ (w). Let 
f: W-+ Z be a continuous map, and define g: U + Z by g = f 0 (Id X A). 
Note that U is open in Y and that g(.) is a differential equation in (Y, Z). Let 
$ W+ Z and h: W + Z, be continuous maps, and let H: W-+ Z x Z, be the 
differential equation in (X x Y,, Z x Z,) defined by H(x, p) = (7(x, p), 
h(x, p)). Let p, defined on Z X Z, be projection onto the ith factor. 
THEOREM. Assume thutflp=f[p. A ssume in addition that there exists a 
continuous linear map 1: Z x Z, + VI and u continuous map F: W-t 
L( V, , V,) such that 
(1) vx YJ>C v,, 
(2) Kernel(l)=((z,,z,)EZXZ,:Az,=z,}, 
(3) For each (x, P) E W, W(x, P>> = F(x, P> 4~ P), 
(4) For each integral curve o(.) in W for H(., .), the time-dependent 
linear Cuuchy problem (dp/dt)(.) = F(a(.)) p(.), p(O) = 0, has only the trivial 
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solution p(.) E 0. Then, for each y, E U, the map a(.) & (a(.),Aa(.)) 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between solutions to g(.) with initial 
value y0 and solutions to H(., .) with initial value ( yO, Ay,). 
Proof: For each y E U, note that l(f (y, Ay), h( y, Ay)) = I(.,?( y, Ay), 
h(y, Ay)) = F(y, Ay) l(y, Ay) = F(y, Ay)(O) = 0. Let a(.) be a solution to 
g(.) with a(0) = y,, Then Aa is continuously differentiable in Z,, and for 
each t, > 0, 
$4 0 a(t,) = A $ (to) = Ag(a(t,)) 
=~fMtJ,MtJ) = Wt,),~a&,)), 
which implies that 
$ (a(.), Aa( = (&WY ~a(t,)h h@(td Mb))) 
= ff(&J, Mb)). 
Conversely, assume that /I(-) is a solution to H(-, .) with /3(O) = (yO, Ay,), 
and define a(.) = p, o p(.). Clearly a(.) is continuous in X. We must show 
that a(.) is a continuous curve in U and that (da/dt)(.) = g(a(.)). 
Define p(a) = 10 /3(a). Then p(e) is a continuous curve in V, and is 
continuously differentiable in Vz . Furthermore, (dp/dt)(.) = I(dpldt)(.) = 
4fw*>)> = mT-)>P(*>, and p(O) = I@(O)) = Z(y,, Ay,) = 0. Since this 
linear Cauchy problem has only one solution, it follows that p(m) = 0. 
Since Kernel(Z) = {(z, , zz) E Z x Z, AZ, = zz}, it follows that ,8 = (a, Aa). 
But a(.) is a curve in X and Aa is a curve in Y,, which implies that a is a 
curve in Y. The continuity of (a(.), Aa( in f implies the continuity of a(.) 
in Y. So it only remains to note that (da/dt)(.) = p, 0 (dpldt)(.) = 
p, 0 II@(.)) =.RJ(.)) =7@(.>, Aa( =fM+>, Aa( = s(a(.>). fi 
COROLLARY 1. If integral curves for H(., .) are unique, then integral 
curves for g( .) are unique. 
COROLLARY 2. If there exists a semiflow for H(., .), then there exists a 
semiflow for g( *). 
In applications of the correspondence theorem to partial differential 
equations, it will often be the case that f(-, -) is a continuous map from 
X x YJ to X, since the object of establishing the correspondence between g(.) 
and H(., -) is to reduce the nonlinear differential equation to a nonsingular 
term in a quasilinear system. 
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Note that the most important spaces in the statement of the correspon- 
dence theorem are X and Y,. The spaces Z and Z, can be chosen somewhat 
arbitrarily, subject to the requirement that each integral curve for H(., .) be 
continuously differentiable in 2 x Z,. It is possible that intermediate spaces 
Z, , Z, may exist, with X x Y, c Z, x Z, c Z x Z,, such that integral curves 
for H(., .) are continuously differentiable in Z, X Z,. Similarly, an inter- 
mediate space 2 may exist, with Y c 2 c Z, such that any semiflow for g(.) 
in (Y, Z) is automatically also a semiflow for g(d) in (Y, 2). 
The obvious differential equation to associate with g(e) is the system 
(f(., .), Af(., .)). It is trivial (and is implied as a special case of the above 
theorem) that solutions to g(.) with initial value y0 and solutions to (f(., e), 
Af(., .)) with initial value (y,,Ay,) are in one-to-one correspondence. 
Furthermore, for partial differential equations, (f(., s), Af(., s)) turns out to 
be a quasilinear system. Unfortunately, quasilinear existence and uniqueness 
theory is usually not applicable to this particular system. The significance of 
the correspondence theorem is that it suggests elementary modifications 
which may be made to the system (S(., .), Af(., 4)) without changing those 
solutions whose initial values are in t = (id x A)(Y). To find a suitable 
system H(., .) to associate with g(a), first compute Af(., .), then make linear 
modifications to (f(., e), Af(a, .)) until a system is obtained to which 
quasilinear existence theory can be applied, subject to the restriction that 
each modification must leave the value of the equation unchanged on 8= 
w  x A)(Y). 
Remark. Assume that H(-, e), 1, and F(., .) have been defined which 
satisfy all of the conditions of the theorem except for condition (4). 
(i) If VI = I’,, so each operator F(u, p) is a bounded linear operator, 
then condition (4) is automatically satisfied. 
(ii) The uniqueness of solutions to the time-dependent linear Cauchy 
problem (f&/&)(v) = F(a(-)) p(e), p(O) E V, , can be demonstrated under 
more general conditions than are necessary to prove existence of solutions. 
For example, it follows from (3, Proposition 3.51 that a sufficient condition 
to guarantee uniqueness of solutions is the existence of a locally bounded 
nonnegative function 6(q) on W such that each F(w) E L( V,. V,) admits an 
extension to the generator of a strongly continuous linear semigroup of 
operators on V, of type (1,8(w)) (‘t I is not necessary that the extensions be 
unique). A nonlinear analogue of this proposition also exists [4] which 
establishes the uniqueness of solutions to nonlinear differential equations in 
Banach spaces under more general conditions than those covered by current 
existence theory. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
3.1. The General First-Order Scalar-Valued Equation in R” 
Let a(., .): R” x R”+’ +‘” R be a function of type 9, and consider the 
equation 
$ (t, x) = a tx, u(t, x), g (t, x) ,..., E (t, x)) in R”’ II 
n 
where x = (x, ,..., x,) E R”. 
Let s>n/2+ 1, YJ = (H”(R”, R))“, Y=H’+‘(R”, R), z, = 
(H”-‘(R”,R))“, Z=.X=W(R”,R), A =(8/3x ,,..., d/ax,). For n > 1, let 
V, = (H’(R”, R))“t”2, V, = (H’(R”, R))“‘“‘. For n = 1, let V, = V, = 
H’(R, R). Let W= X x Y,, and define f: X x yJ -+ X by f(u, p)(x) = 
a(x, u(x),p(x)), where p = (PI,..., p”) E R”. Let f =f: Then, for each 
l,<i<n, 
Ai o A o f(h P>(X) = a@, U(X), p(X)) + a, + 1(X, U(X), P(-y)> ui(x) 
+ t q+ n+ ,(x9 U(X), P(x)>(P’)i (Xh 
j=l 
where Izi denotes projection onto the ith factor and the subscripts in the terms 
on the right side denote partial derivatives with respect to the indicated coor- 
dinates. 
For 1 < i < n, define gi(u, p) by gi(u, p)(x) = a,(x, U(X), p(x)), and 
for 0 < i < n, define .&(u, p) by J(u, p)(x) = a,+,,+ ,(x, u(x), P(X)). Let 
g=(g I ,..,, g,). Then the assumption that a(., .) is of type .‘2 implies 
that g,: XX YJ-tHS(R”,R) and fi: XX Y,-+H”,,(R”,R)cL(H”(R”,R), 
HS(R ‘, R)). 
If (u(.), Au(-)) is a solution to (A Af) in Y, then along this integral curve, 
ui = pi and (P’)~ = ($)i. So it is reasonable to replace ui with pi and (p’), 
with (pi),. Define h(u, p) E 2, by 
Ai 0 h(uy P) = gi(u, P) f  fo(% P> Pi + ” Sj(‘, PI(P 
.,Z 
Then the system H(., .)= (f(., .), h(., .)) is clearly a nonhomogeneous 
quasilinear symmetric first-order hyperbolic system in n + 1 real variables, 
since we have 
ap *, 
5 = ,>, fi(u, P) g + (d% P) + fob, PI PI 
I 
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Thus Kato’s quasilinear existence theory [9] implies that integral curves for 
H(., .) are unique and that H(., .) generates a local semiflow (in fact, a local 
flow). 
For each 1 < i < n, 
A@f(U, p) - h(U, p)) = fo(% p)(Ui - Pi> + f &C”, p)((P’)i - (p’)j). 
j=I 
Thus, for n = 1, we let V, = V, = Ho@, R), I(u, p) = Au - p. Define 
F(u, P)(~) = J&4 P) u. Since each F(u, p) is a bounded linear operator, 
condition (4) of the theorem is trivially satisfied. 
For n > I, let {Ai : 1 < i < n, A,: 1 < i, j ,< n} be the coordinate projections 
on (H’(R”, R))n+n2 and define I(u, p) as follows: 
Ai ’ I(249 p) = Ui - pi, Aj,j ’ z(“> P> = (Pi)j- (Pj){* 
Let M-), p(a)) b e a solution to H(., .). Differentiating (P’)~ - (P’)~ along the 
solution, we get 
i ((P’)j - (P’)i) = a ~+n+l(a/aXm)((Pi)j- (P’)i) + an+l((Pi)j- (ti)i) 
+ (a n+l,i+u ntl.ntlUi+a~t~t~,~t~(Pi)~)(~.i-~’) 
- (a nt 1.j + a nt~,n+~~j+an+mt~,nt~(d‘)m)(~i-Pi) 
+ (a ntm+l,ntld $- antmtl.i 
+ aqtnt L,mtnt I(P”)j)((P’)m - (P”)i) 
-(antm+~,n+~p'f~ntmtl,i 
where the subscripts denote partial derivatives with respect to the indicated 
coordinates and the summation convention is employed that if a given index 
appears in both terms of a product, then that product is assumed to be 
summed over all values of that index between 1 and n (and ai.,j(t)(x) = 
ai, jh dr>(x>* P(t)(x)))+ 
So, for v E Y, = (H’(R”, R))” + “‘, define F(u, p)(v) E V, by 
‘i” F(u9 P)C”)=an+ l”i + Qn+j+lUji3 
Ai,,j o F(a~ P)(O) =a,t.t ~(a/aX,) uij + a,+ I Oij 
+ (a nt 1.i + a ntI,stIUi+a ntm+l.n+l(Pi)m) uj 
- (a ntl,j+a n+l.ntIUj+antm+r,ntI(Pj),)vi 
+ (a n+mtI,ntI~+antm+~,j 
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+ aq+n+1,mtnt IWJ L’int 
- (a “+m+l.n+lPi+~,,im+l.i 
+a g+ntI,m+n+I(PY)i)L.lmr 
where vi = Ai 0 v and vi,j = li,j 0 v. 
The first term in the expression for li,j o F(u, p) is the only term which is 
unbounded. It follows from a well-known result in 112 1 that F(., .) satisfies 
condition (ii) of the remark of the previous section. The correspondence 
theorem thus implies that the nonlinear equation ti = S(u, Au) generates a 
local flow in W+‘(R”, R). 
Remark. (i) Let n > 1 in this example and let s, Y, Y,, X, and A be as 
defined above. A more sophisticated approach than the one taken above 
would be to selectT(., -) so that the expression for ,4f”-- h is less complicated 
than the expression for Af - h. For instance, we could let Z = Hs- ‘(R”, R), 
Z, = (HS-*(R”, R))“, h(., .) as defined above, and delineT(., a) byT(u, p) = 
f(u, p) +&(u, p)(Ui - pi). In this case it suffices to let V, = (H’(R”, R))“, 
V, = (H’(R”, R))“, and I(u, p) = Au - p. Verification for this equation of the 
details of this method is left to the reader. However, detailed verification wiil 
be provided for higher-order analogues of this method in the next two 
applications. 
(ii) The arguments given here carry over without modification to the 
case of nonlinear first-order symmetric hyperbolic systems (see [ 11). 
3.2. Parabolic Systems in R” 
Let m E 2N and let a(., .): R” x R”” + R” be a map of type .Y *, where 
6 = e(C’!!, (“‘ j-I)). Consider the equation 
g (1, x) = a (x, u(t, x), -g (t, x) ,..., g (t, x), 
n 
amu 
-’ ax, . . . ax, (4 XL ax n 
“:“raxn (t7 4) 
in R”“, where x=(x1 ,..., x,)ER”, u(t,x)ER”‘. Let {hi, .,,,. ik: l<k<m, 
1 < i, < ... < i, < n} be the R’-valued projections on R”. Let q E (1, CO), 
s > 2m, and assume that s > n/q. Let 
X= L;(R”, R’), 
YJ = (L;(R n, R ‘))‘, Y = L:+,(R”, R”‘), 
Z = L;-,(R”, R’), Z, = (L;-,,(R”, R’)‘? 
V, = (L;(R”, R”))“, V, = (LY(R”, R”))‘, 
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l(u, p) = Au - p. 
Ifp E R’, letpilq...,ik = Li,,...,i,(p). 
We assume that the operator on the right side of the equation is locally 
uniformly strongly elliptic, by which we mean that, for each bounded set 
BcRfitfi, there exists a constant c = c(B) > 0 such that 
for each (x, w) E R” x B, < E R”, u E R” (note that each partial derivative in 
the above expression is an Z x Z matrix). This implies that, for each y E Y, 
the derivative at y of the map induced by the right side of our nonlinear 
equation extends uniquely to the generator of an analytic linear semigroup 
on LT(R”, R”) for 0 < r < s. 
For (u, p) E X x Y,, define f(u, p) E X by f(u, P)(X) = a(~, u(x), P(X)), 
and letfti,,.,,%jk(u, p) denote the function defined by 
We continue use of the standard summation convention employed in the 
previous example. 
We first compute AoJ For each l<k<m, l<i,,<...<ik<n, 
/I i,,...,ik o A of is a polynomial differential operator of weight and order k 
(for an exposition of polynomial differential operators, see [ 10, Chap. 161). 
It follows that 
where h”. I ,,,,,, rk is of weight and order k, but of order (k - 1) in each pi~*..‘~jm. 
Define hi ,,...,ik(~, p) by replacing each a”p’l,...“m/aXi, .a. 8xix with 
ampi! v..‘qiklaxj, . . . xj, in the above expression. For k = m, we have 
Ai, ,..., i, o A o f(h P) =fu(~ P) amu 
axi, * * * axim 
+ ziil,...,im(u~ P), 
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where gi,,,..,i 
replacing 
is of weight m and order (m - 1). Define hil,,,,,im(~, p) by 
ea:h amp’17...9jk/axi . . . ax. with akpil*...-im/ax. ..- ax. and 
amujaxL . . . axi, with pil,...,im 
define hi,,...,im by 
in the ‘mexpression for lzi, ,..,,:: o A o ?(u, p); 
+ gi, ,..., i,(K P)* 
Define A(*, *) and Q*, a> by and 
li,.....ik 0 Ii@, p) = 6. 
Ai ,,,,,, i, 0 h(u, P> =hi ,,.... i,(uy P) 
I, ,.. Ju, p). Then h(., .) is of weight and order m, i(., .> 
is of weight m and order (m - l), and 
a9 
h(u, P)=fpil.....j,(u, t’) ax, ... ax, + l(u, P)* 
JI JWi 
Define? XX Y,-+Z and7: Xx Y,-+Z by 
Define E?(u, p) = (F(u, p), &(u, p)). Then 
Since H(., .) is of weight m and order (m - I), it follows from [ 11, 
Theorem 16. lo] that fi(., .) extends to a map from L:_,(R”,R’) x 
(L:-,(R”, Rs))’ to 2 x Z,, where r= qs/(s - 1). It also follows (from the 
Sobolev embedding theorems) that L.z-,(R”, R ‘) x (Lf- JR “, R ‘))’ c 
Lip,(R”, R”) X (L:_,(R”, R’))’ for E = 1 - n/qs. Since s - E > n/q, each 
fd,,,,,,j,,,(*, a) extends to a smooth map from Lf-,(R”, R’) X (Ly-,(R”, R”))’ 
to L(Z X Z,, Z X Z,). Thus H(., .) satisfies the hypotheses of the parabolic 
quasilinear existence theory developed by Sobolevskii [ 131, which implies 
that there exists a unique integral curve for H(., .) beginning at each point of 
X x YJ. While Sobolevskii did not show the continuous dependence of these 
integral curves on the initial data, this author has developed a proof that the 
integral curves do depend continuously on the initial data. The assumptions 
needed to establish continuous dependence are more restrictive than those 
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made by Sobolevskii, but they do apply to H(., .). The proof of continuous 
dependence will appear in [ 5 1. 
To complete the proof that the equation ti = f(u, Au) generates a local 
semigroup in Y, it suffices to show that AJ- h satisfies the condition of the 
correspondence theorem. 
Let t E [m, s), f > n/q. Note that, for each 1 < j, k < m, 
where g$:::::{;(u, p) is a (finite) sum of terms of the form 
for l<t<j, 
4 
where gkt,...*k/ (m, a) in turn is a smooth map from Ly(R”, R’) X (Ly(R”, R”‘))fi 
to Lp-,(R”, L(R ‘, R”)) induced by a monomial differential operator of 
weight 1 and order between 1 and 1 in the derivatives of u and p (and 
(k, ,..., kj) is a permutation of (i, ,,.., iJ>. 
Thus gkl*...*kl(., .)(c?-‘/a~~,+, . . . ax,.) is a smooth map from 2 x fJ to 
L(Lj’-,(R”, R’), Lq(R”, R’)), where ?= L:(R”, R’), p, = (Lp(R”, R”))‘, 
and o = min{t - n/q, r}. It follows that there exists 6 > 0 such that 
gi;::::;$(., .) is a smooth map from 2X yJ to L(Li-,(R”, RE), Lq(R”, R”)). 
Foreach lfj<m, l<i,<.e.<ij<n, 
am 
+fpl~....Jm(u,P) ax, ... ax. (Ui *,..., ij-J+“““‘j) 
JI J.Vl 
409/94/l-9 
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+ gi,,...,ij (f.4 P)(AU - P>, 
where g, ,,.,,, i.: 2 x p,+Cm L(L9,-,(R”, R’)‘, Lq(R”, R”)) for some 6 > 0. A 
similar calculation shows that this decomposition also holds for j = tn. Thus 
we conclude that 
where g: 3 x fJ +‘a L((Lz-,(R”, R’))‘, V,) for some 6 > 0. 
Note that each f,,....+(., .) extends to a smooth map from lfi;x FJ to 
L(Lq(R”, R”), Lq(R”, R”)). Furthermore, each integral curve for H(., a) is 
locally uniformly Holder continuous in d x pJ with Holder exponent y = 
min( (s - t)/m, 1 }. Thus, if (~(a) is an integral curve for H(a, .) in d X FJ, 
then Sobolevskii’s theory of time-dependent linear parabolic evolution 
equations [ 131 implies that the Cauchy problem 
At) = f,in ~ . . j,(“(f)) ax. “m ax, PO> + gw)w))~ P(O) = 0, 
JI JITI 
has only the constant solution p(.) = 0 in V, . 
Remark. The above result is considerably weaker than the best possible. 
For instance, using an analogous technique to the one employed in the 
remark in Application 4, it is possible to extend the proof of local flow 
existence and integral curve uniqueness to Ly,,(R”, R”) for q > n/m and s > 
m - 1 + n/qm (verification depends upon technical results which will be 
developed in [5]), and it may be possible to extend this result to still lower 
values of s. 
3.3. Second-Order Wave Equations in R” 
Let a(., .): R” x RzCtm+ R” be a map of type Y, where m = 
G(2n + n(n + 1)/2). Consider the equation 
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2 (4 x) = a (x7 u(t, x), ; (t, 4, -g (1, x) ,..., g (4 x), 
afLIp ) ,x )..., &~t~xh&o:x~ ,..., $(t,x)) 
in R”“, where x = (x, ,..., x,) E R”, U(I, x) E R’. We transform this equation 
into an equivalent first-order system in the usual way by writing it as 
follows: 
; (6 xl = a (x3 U(f, x), v(t, x), g (t, x) ,..., g (t, x), 
n 
-g(I,X) ,..., g(t.x),&(t,x) )...) $-$GX)). 
1 n I I n n 
Let {&, vi, li,j: 1 <i < j Q n} be the R”-valued projections on R”. Let rii = 
m + 5z(n + 1)/2, so that R’ = R”’ x Rfincnt I)‘*, and let {v~,~: 1 < i < j < n) 
be the additional projections on R’. If u E R’, let pi = L;(u), q’ = vi(u), 
P i~i = ;li,j(~), q’.’ = v~,~(u). Assume that s > n/2 + 4, and let Y = 
H’+*(R”, R”) x HS+‘(R”, R”). ket 
y,, (HS(R”,R”) x HS-I(R”,R~))“+“(“+1)/2, 
X= HS(R”, R”) x HS-‘(R”, R”), 
Z = HS-‘(R”, Ri) x HS-*(R”, R’), 
Z, = (HS-3(Rn, R”) x HS-a(R”,Rd))n+n(n+ I)/*, 
v, = (H*(R”,R”) x H1(R”,Ra))n+nc”+1)‘2, 
v2 = (HI@“, R”) x Ho@“, Rd))n+n(n+‘)‘2, 
A = (a/ax, )...) a/a~,,a*ja~,a.~,,..., a*/ax,a.Q 
Ku, u, P9 q) = ‘404 u> - (P, s> 
for each (u, u) E 2, (p, q) E 2,. 
We assume that the operator on the right side of the equation is locally 
uniformly strongly elliptic, i.e., for each bounded set B c R2’+m, there exists 
a constant c = c(B) > 0 such that 
( c I<i<j<n au(xT;;.yq) SiT,u,v) > Clfq21YI’ 
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for each (x,u,v,p,q)ER”xB, (ER”, vER”‘. For (u,v,p,q)EXx Y,, 
define g(u, u, P, q) E fZSml(Rn, R”) by g(u, u, P, q)(x) = a@, u(x), v(x), p(x)>, 
and define f(u, v, P, 4) E Z by f(u, 0, P, q) = (v, g(u, v, P, 9)). For each 
l<i<n, de~e;negxi(u9 vy P, 4) by 
v(x), P(X)), 
g&, v, P, q)(x) = a@-q (x, u(x), 
gpduv 0, P, 4) by gpi(u, 03 P, 9)(x) = @m’) 
(x, u(x), v(x), p(x)), etc. 
We first compute A 0 f: For each 1 < i < j < n, 
~i”Aof(u,V,P,q)=Vi, 
Ji+j 0 A 0 f(U, V, P, 9) = Vi,jy 
Vi 0 A 0 f(% V, PI 9) 
= g.xituT vY PT 4) + g*(& vT PT 4) u[ + gv(“9 vY PY 9) vi 
+ gpdUS v9 P, 9)(Pk)i + gpk(% vY P9 9)(9k>i + gpkl,k*CU9 v3 P, 4)(Pk”k’)i7 
Vi,j ’ A 0 .f(% Vv P, 4) 
=g x,,x,t”9 v3 P, 4) + gu,x,(u, v9 P, 4) uj + !?u,xj(“~ v9 P9 41”i 
+ gu,ut”9 v¶ P¶ 4)(“i9 uj) + LTu,xi(k vV P9 4) vj + g13,xjCu9 v9 P3 4) vi 
+ gu,o(“9 v7 P9 4)(vi9 vj) + gu,uC”, v, P9 4)((“f7 vj) + (“j, vi)) 
+ gpk.xi(W v7 P9 9)(Pk)j + gpk,xj(W v9 P9 9)(Pk)i 
•I- gpk,u(% v9 P9 4)(((Pk)i, uj) + ((Pk)j9 ui)) 
+ gpk,vt”v v9 PY 9)(((Pk)i, vj) + (tPk)j9 vi)) 
+ gqk,ut”9 vY PT 9)(((9k)i9 uj) + ((qk)j3 ui)) 
+ gq*,vC”v v3 P3 4)(((qk)i, vj) + ((S”)jv vi)) 
+ k?qk.xitU9 v9 P9 9)(qk)j + gqk,xj(% v9 P9 9)(qk)i 
+ gpkl,pk*tUv v, P3 4)((Pk’)i> (P”‘)j) + gqkl,qk*CU9 v9 P9 4)((4k1)i, (qk2)j) 
+ gPkl,& (UV VT P, 4)(((Pk’)i, (qk’)j) + ((P”‘)j, (qk2)i)) 
t gpk~.k~,xI(% Vv P, 4)(PklTk2)j + gpkl,k2,xj(U7 vv PT 4)(Pk”k2)i 
•t &A.kz,u (K V9 P9 4)(((Pk”k2)i9 uj) + ((Pklqk2)j9 ui)) 
-I- gpkl.k,,“(u, 0, P, 9)(((Pklvk2)i, Vj) + ((Pk”k2)j, Vi)) 
+ gpk,.k2,pka(% Vv Pv q)(((PklTk2)i, (p”‘)j) + ((pklrk2)j, (p”‘)i)) 
+ gpkl.k*,&(% v, P, 9)(((Pk”k’)i9 (qk’)j) + ((PklTk2)j9 (qk3)i)) 
t gpk*,kt,pk3,/ld(U) V, p, q)((pk”k2)i, (pk3’k4)j) t gu(U9 vY PY 4)“,,j 
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+ gv(& VY P, 4) vij + gpk(& 0, PY q)(Pk)i.j 
+ gqk(h v, J’, q)(qk)i,j + gpkl,kZ(% UY P, q)(pk”k2)i,j* 
Define h: X X YJ + Z, as follows: 
Li, j 0 h(u, v, p, q) = q”j, 
Vi ’ h(“, v9 P9 4) = vi ’ A ’ fC”V v, P7 4) 
+ gpk,,kz(% VY Pv q)((Pi)k,,k2 - (P”““‘>i)~ 
Vi,j ’ h(U9 vV P1 S> = vi,j ’ A ’ f(“F vY PV 4) 
+ gu(W V, P9 q)(P”’ - #i,j> + g”(K vY PY 4)(qi’j - vi,j) 
+ gpk(% V, P, q)((p”j)k - (P”)i,j) 
+ i?gk(% VT P, q)((qi’j)k - (qk)i,j) 
+ gpkl.kz(% 0, PY q)((Pi’j)k,,k, - (pk1’k2)i,j)e 
Define?: XX YJ+Z by 
1, 0 .F(‘(u, VT 394) = v, 
PO ’ .?(u, 0, p, q) = &, u, p, q) + &,k(% 0, p, q)(uk - pk) 
+ gqk(& v, i% q)(vk - qk) 
+ gpk,.k& v7 P¶ !d@k,,k, - pk”k2), 
where 1, and v. are the first and second coordinate projections on Z, respec- 
tively. Define H(., a, ., .) by H(u, v, P, q) = (.?(24 v3 P, q), h(w v, P, 4)). Then 
Ht.7 .v ‘7 .) satisfies the conditions of the quasilinear equation derived in [6, 
Sect. 3.2). It follows from [6] that H(., ., ., .) generates a local flow on 
xx Y,. 
We next compute A o T- h: 
li(A 0 f(k 0, P, 4) - h(u, VY P, S>> = Vi - qi, 
di,j(A O .T(:(u, V, P, 4) - h(uv VT P, 4)) = Vi,j - qi’jy 
vi(A 0 T(K VT P, 4) - h(u, VP Pp, 4)) 
= gp:pkl.kz(U, VYPT q)(Ukc.k,.i - (P”““‘)i) 
+ -&, (&b& v~ P, dbk,,k, - Pklqk2) 
I 
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+ P(u, 09 P, 4)(A(K v) - (P, 4)) 
+ dTO(U, v, PY 4) -& (A(% fJ) - (P, 4)), 
r 
where g’,‘(., -, a, -) and g’*‘(., ., ., -) are polynomial differential operators of 
weight and order 1 and 0, respectively, in the derivatives of u, v, p, q. 
Similarly, 
vi,j(A ’ .T(“, uY P9 4) - h(“Y u3 PY 4)) 
= &TpK, .&’ 07 P9 4) ,,l”ixk2 t”i,j - P”j) 
+ Pqu, 0, P, q)(A(u, v) - (P, 4)) 
+g iJ,l,k(U, U, p, q) $ (A@, 0) - (p, q))? 
k 
where gi,jq2(., -, ., .) and gi*jV’9k(., ., ., .) are polynomial differential 
operators of weight and order 2 and 1, respectively, in the derivatives of 
u, v, p, 4. 
For each (u, u, p, q) E 2 x Z.,, (P, @ E V, , define F(u, v, p, q)(P, q) E v, 
by 
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+ P2(u, 0, P, q)(p, (1) 
+g i*jJ,k(U, u, p, q) & (P, 9). 
k 
Let u(.) be an integral curve for H(., .), and let (E, S) be the domain of 
a(.), where E < 0 < 6. Since a(.) is continuously differentiable in 
(HS-‘(Rn, R’) x HS-*(R”, R’))‘+n+ncn+‘)‘2 and s - 4 > n/2, the differential 
equation b(t) = F(a(t)) p(t) is a time-dependent linear wave equation in 
(V,, VJ which satisfies the hypotheses of [7, Theorem 6.11. Thus this 
equation generates a linear evolution system (U(t, s) E L( V,, V,): E < s, 
t < a}, which implies that the only solution to the initial-value problem 
P(t) = F(a(t)) p(t), p(O) = 0, is the curve p(.) = 0. 
EXAMPLE. For n’= 1, consider the equation 
a2u Au _ 1 
g=e , where Au = k fi i=l ax;' 
Remark. A generalization of the above argument could be used to prove 
existence of local flows and uniqueness of integral curves for nonlinear wave 
equations of order 2m for arbitrary m EN. However, it would first be 
necessary to verify that the quasilinear theory in [6] generalizes to higher 
order quasilinear wave equations. 
3.4. Global Existence for a Generalized Korteweg-de Vries Equation 
Consider the generalized Kortewegde Vries equation 
2 (t, x) = 2 (4 x) + c ($ (t, x)) * in RXR, 
where c E R. If c = 0, the equation is linear and existence of a globally 
defined flow on all P-spaces is trivial, so assume c # 0. While this equation 
is quasilinear in the sense introduced by Sobolevskii [ 131, it is not parabolic. 
Thus Sobolevskii’s quasilinear existence theory does not apply to this 
equation. Since the equation is not quasilinear in the more restrictive sense 
introduced by Kato [9], Kato’s quasilinear existence theory does not apply 
either: Nonetheless, existence of a flow for this equation can easily be 
established via the correspondence theorem. 
Let s>$, YJ=HS(R,R), X=Z=HS-‘(R,R), Y=H$+‘(R,R), Z,= 
Hsp3(R, R), A = a/ax. Definef: Xx Y J -+ Z by f(u, p) = pxx + cp*. Then g: 
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Y+ Z is given by g(u) = f 0 (rd x A)(u) = u,,, + c(u+)‘, and A o f(u, p) = 
P xxx + 2CPPx * 
Defineh=Aofandfl=f.SinceAoT=h,wemaylet V,=V,=Z,and 
F( ., .) = 0 and conclude that solutions to g(e) and H(., .) are in one-to-one 
correspondence. 
Now, the equation @ = h(u, p) = pxxr $ 2cpp, is just the classical 
Korteweg-de Vries equation. It was shown by Kato in [lo] that this 
equation generates a local flow on W(R, R), and a globai flow if s > 2. Let 
( y,, p,,) E X x Z and let a(.) be the maximally defined integral curve for the 
KdV equation with initial value po. Define the curve y(a) by y(t) = 
(a(t)),, + c(a(t))*. Since y(-) is a continuous curve in X, the initial value 
problem zi(t) = y(t), u(0) = y,, has a unique continuously differentiable 
solution p(.) in X which is given by 
p(t) = Y, + I,’ 14) dr. 
Clearly p(=) is defined on the same interval as a(-) and depends continuously 
in X on (y,, p,,). Thus H(., -) generates a local flow on X x YJ for s > $ and 
a global flow for s 2 2. By the correspondence theorem, we conclude that the 
equation ri = u,,, + c(uJ2 generates a local flow on H”+ ‘(R, R) for s > : 
and a global flow for s > 2. 
Remark. By using a slightly more complicated method of proof, we can 
prove local existence and uniqueness for the general nonlinear KdV equation. 
Let a( ., a): R x R* --f R be a type 9 map, and consider the equation 
tg (t, x) = 2 (4 x) + a (x7 4, x), g (6 x)) in RXR. 
Let s > 2 (we will reduce this to s > 5 in the last part of the proof), X = Y, = 
HS(R, R), Y= HS+‘(R, R), Z= HS-3(R, R), Z, = HS-4(R, R), V, = 
HS-‘(R, R), V, = HS-‘(R, R), A =3/8x, I@, p) = Au - p. 
Define g: XX YJ-+c”i X by g(u, p)(x) = a@, u(x), p(x)), and define 
f: xx Y,+Z by f(u, P) = u,,, + 0, P). Then A of(u, P)= 
u xxxx + g&4 P) + &(% P) u, + &(% P) Px* so, define 0, P) = 
P xxx + g,.(u, P) + g& P) P + g,(u, P) P,, and let f = J Then 
JW P) = @x,x + du, P), ox,, + &(U7 P> + &(U? P)P + g,(f4 P)P,) 
= (u, P),,, + &(U> P)(Ov P), + (&9 P), &(& P) + g&4 P) P)* 
From the form of the expression for H(., .), it is easy to see that Kato’s 
treatment of existence theory for generalized KdV equations in [IO] applies 
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with only minor modification to show that H(., e) generates a local flow in 
XX YJ. It also follows easily that A 0 T(‘(u, p) - h(u, p) = ((c?“/&‘) + 
gu(u, p))(Au - p). Since multiplication by each gu(u, p) induces a bounded 
linear operator on V, = HSA4(R, R) (this is the reason we need to assume 
s > 2), it follows that for each continuous curve y(.) in X X Y,, the time- 
dependent linear equation o(t) = F(y(t)) p(t) generates a linear evolution 
system on V2, where each F(u, p) E L(V,, V,) is defined by F(u, p)(p) = 
P,xx + gu(u, p)p. Uniqueness of the solution to the initial value problem 
b(t) = F(y(t)) p(t), p(O) = 0, follows immediately. Thus the correspondence 
theorem implies that the equation ti = u,,, + g(u, u,) generates a local flow 
in Y. 
Now assume that $ ( s ( 2. Kato’s local existence theory [lo] still applies 
to show that H(., .) generates a local flow in XX Y,. To show that this flow 
induces a local flow in Y for our nonlinear equation, it suffices to show that 
Au(.) -p(.) E 0 for each integral curve in Xx YJ. 
For each (u,,, p,,) E H2(R, R) x H*(R, R), the integral curve a(=) = 
(u(.), p(.)) in XX Y, with initial value (u,, pO) is a continuous curve in 
H*(R, R) x H2(R, R) as long as it remains a continuous curve in X x YJ (by 
[ 10, Theorem l(c)]). Thus, for such integral curves, Au(.) - p(.) E 0. Since 
H*(R, R) x H2(R, R) is dense in Xx Y,, and since integral curves in X X YJ 
depend continuously on the initial data, it follows that Au(.) - p(.) = 0 for 
all integral curves a(.) in X x Y, with no restriction on the initial data. Thus 
we conclude that there exists a local flow in HSC’(R, R) for the equation ti = 
u xIx + g(u, uJ for s > $, and that the integral curves are unique. 
4. VECTOR FIELDS ON MANIFOLDS OF MAPS 
It has been known for many years that nonlinear parabolic and hyperbolic 
partial differential equations can be regarded formally as unbounded vector 
fields in Banach function spaces. However, lack of a nonlinear existence 
theory for integral curves of such vector fields has prevented formal incor- 
poration of the theory of evolution equations into global analysis. 
The present article and the papers of Dorroh [ 1, 21 should remove most 
major obstacles to globalization of evolution equations. The significant 
observation to make in this regard concerning applications treated in [I] and 
in the present article is that the critical condition on each equation which 
guarantees existence of a local semiflow is usually a condition on the 
linearization of the equation with respect to the highest order partial 
derivatives. These conditions can be rephrased more abstractly as 
assumptions about the symbols of the differential operators (often with 
respect to some metric). 
The notion of a nonlinear differential operator has been extended by 
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Uhlenbeck to the notion of a differential section operator on a manifold of 
maps [ 14, Sect. 6). Differential section operators induce unbounded vector 
fields on manifolds of maps. Since differential section operators have well- 
defined symbols (for a general discussion of the symbols of nonlinear 
differential operators, see [ 11, Chap. 17]), we may use this concept to refor- 
mulate the second and third applications of this article in terms of the 
existence of local (semi)flows for certain types of unbounded vector fields on 
manifolds of maps between finite-dimensional Riemannian manifolds. The 
symmetric first-order hyperbolic existence theory developed in [ 1 ] may also 
admit such a globalized version, and other existence theorems on integral 
curves for unbounded vector fields on manifolds of maps will undoubtedly be 
developed. A fusion of the methods and results of evolution equations and 
global analysis seems likely to follow. It is hoped that this will result in new 
and interesting applications to the theory of nonlinear partial differential 
equations. 
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